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Commissioner Form Number Title Edition Date Format Contact Center Back to Top A jillion years ago (or perhaps in the mid-eighties), when personal computers were new, nobody cared much about their size. Early adopters were simply thrilled to be riding the crest of the microcomputer wave. The cases were huge and made of thick metal, and they
weighed enough to put your back out. Inside, the motherboards were sprawling beasts.As the needs and appetites of computer users changed, so did the shapes and dimensions of the systems’ mainboards. The massive AT (Advanced Technology) behemoth gave way to the baby-AT form factor, allowing for smaller towers. The riser-tastic LPX form
factor made for slim desktop PCs that fit nicely beneath monitors on office desks. As the market for PCs grew, the demand for inexpensive computers did too. To save costs, motherboards shrank even more. Technologies became more sophisticated, and as form factors aged, their deficiencies became apparent—and eventually limiting. Motherboard
form factors have been on the move as of late, and with the recent introduction of the Intel BTX family, a new generation is upon us. We look at the ones you’re most likely to encounter in the modern PC universe.1. ATX(Advanced Technology Extended)This baby, introduced by Intel in 1995 as a successor to the ancient AT design, was long prevalent.
Full ATX boards have maximum dimensions of 12 by 9.6 inches. EATX (Extended ATX) boards can be larger. A smaller offshoot, the miniATX, measures 11.2 by 8.2 inches. Some ATX improvements over the AT spec were better placement of internal I/O ports to shorten cables, the familiar rear I/O port riser, logical control over the power button rather
than mechanical, and relocation of memory, CPU, and other components for better ventilation and easier access. Boards can include riser-card hardware for low profile systems, but such setups are rare. The standard’s chassis and power supply types are also called ATX. The design is feeling its age, and Intel is phasing it out in favor of the new BTX
design.2. MicroBTX(Balanced Technology Extended)MicroBTX is finally upon us, and full-size and tiny boards are in the works, which will make for three sizes: BTX (12.7 by 10.4 inches), microBTX (10.3 by 10.4), and picoBTX (7.9 by 10.4). The largest can have seven expansion slots, the smallest, only one! The spec, introduced by Intel at its 2003
Developer Forum, takes cooling seriously: A ducted thermal module with a fan and heat sink cools all heat-generating components, including the CPU. The boards require their own chassis, partly to ensure airflow not only above, but below the motherboard. Larger BTX designs can use ATX12V and SFX12V power supplies; others need the small new
CFX12V and ultra-small LFX12V models. BTX is compatible with current standards such as PCI and PCI Express, IDE and SATA fixed and removable media drives, and integrated I/O ports.3. MicroATXAs the clamor for lower-cost components grew, motherboards shrank. Demand for smaller PCs gave rise to MicroATX and the similar FlexATX. Both
mount using the same microATX case holes and work with SFX12V power supplies. MicroATX maxes out at 9.6 inches square, FlexATX at 9.0 by 7.5 inches, and the small sizes make for more crowded boards and fewer expansion slots. Otherwise, the boards carry all of ATX’s advantages.4. Mini-ITXThis ultra-small VIA design is just 6.75 inches square,
and the brand new nano-ITX is a mere 4.7 inches square. There’s no full-size board. The spec makes some unique demands. Integration of sound, graphics, network, and other hardware is mandatory, unlike with ATX. Furthermore, the CPU is permanently integrated, and the entire package is often fanless. Tiny cases and silent power supplies make
this a very popular form factor with case modders.See more motherboards on our site: Endicia Shipping & Internet Postage: Buy and print postage for packages on your own computer. Endicia Shipping can save you up to 63 percent on shipping insurance, and lets you verify addresses, compute postage rates and customize shipment notification emails to fit your business. Pricing starts at $9.95 per month for Endicia Standard.DYMO File: If you've got a pile of paper that's starting to resemble the Leaning Tower of Pisa, the Dymo File system ($199 for Office Edition) will help you create digital files of your hard copies. The program creates bar code labels that you can print out using the
optional Dymo Labelwriter printer. Apply the bar codes to your paperwork, scan in using your own scanner and you'll have that loose-leaf mess digitally organized in no time. There are no reasons to be thankful for high inflation. However, unexpected -- but not necessarily unfortunate -- consequences of this year's persistently high inflation rate will
be...The first half of the year saw the benchmark S&P 500 (SNPINDEX: ^GSPC) produce its worst return since 1970. With the S&P 500 and Nasdaq respectively declining 24% and 34%, respectively, at their peaks, both indexes have firmly entered bear market territory. Given the heightened volatility and uncertainty that accompanies bear markets, it
has a lot of investors wondering where the market will bottom.I was all set for my trip, or so I thought. That's when my friend told me to place a crayon in my wallet when traveling. The reason is quite clever.The tax agency is about to hand out more than a billion dollars to taxpayers.Homeowners beware. But don't panic, either.KEY WORDS “I think
we’re giving Powell too much praise. … The last two years are one of the biggest policy mistakes in the 110-year history of the Fed by staying so easy when everything was booming.40+ Vaseline Tricks We Never Knew(Bloomberg) -- Week by week, the bond-market crash just keeps getting worse and there’s no clear end in sight.Most Read from
BloombergBank of England Says Paper Banknotes Only Good for One More Week‘Read Putin More Often and Carefully,’ Lavrov Tells the WorldThe Great Bond Bubble Is ‘Poof, Gone’ in Worst Year Since 1949UK Market Plunge Sparks Talk of Emergency BOE Rate HikeWith central banks worldwide aggressively ratcheting up interest rates in the face
of stubbornly high inflation, prices areYes, there's a lot of economic concerns, but this is a buying opportunity (and things aren't nearly as bad as they seem).By selling US$4.1m worth of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. ( NASDAQ:AMD ) stock at an average sell price of US$102 over...Warren Buffett’s long-term investment strategy has proven to be
successful through virtually all market conditions over the past several decades – recession, high inflation and deflation. If there’s one thing that’s made Buffett one of the most successful investors in history, it’s his commitment to his strategy. A countless number of new investment techniques and algorithms have come and gone over the years, but
Buffett has maintained his relatively simple strategy of picking solid companies anIs the EV stock on track for more incredible gains, or is this a hype bubble that's bound to burst?These are the dividend stocks in the Russell 1000 with the highest forward dividend yield for September.Answer: It sounds like you’re feeling stressed about money and
questioning your decisions, so we asked financial advisers and money pros what you’re doing right and what you might want to change. “I would base your savings rate towards a home, and how much you can temporarily divert from the student loan debt towards a home, on how much you think the home will cost,” says Joe Favorito, certified financial
planner at Landmark Wealth Management.Goldman finally decided to stop fighting the Fed and no longer sees the index finishing the year at 4300.AT&T has been crushed this year, down more than 40% from its high. But now the stock nears a key area on the charts with a 7% dividend yield.The iconic automaker will report weak results this quarter,
but Ford stock still looks as attractive as ever.Carnival (NYSE: CCL) and Royal Caribbean (NYSE: RCL) are two of the biggest players in the space, and investors might be wondering which of these companies is the better investment now that trip demand is rebounding. Read on to see why two Motley Fool contributors have very different takes on the
question of whether Carnival or Royal Caribbean is the better buy. George Budwell: Carnival's management painted a fairly optimistic picture about its ongoing recovery efforts from the COVID-19 pandemic when it reported 2022 second-quarter earnings back in June.Sales have taken hits due to changes in crypto mining, U.S. legislation, and broad
shifts in consumer spending.The parent company of Google and Youtube is preparing for a sharp deterioration in the health of the economy.Estate planning goes beyond drafting a will. Use this pre-death checklist to account for your assets and ensure they are dispersed as you wish,Investing for the long term is the best way to grow your wealth. And
these three stocks can help you do it.
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